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From the Managing Trustee’s Desk 

Children’s active response to a lesson in a classroom is an indication of their involved 

participation and a measure of their happiness.  The energy they exude is an affirmation 

of the positive environment that prevails in their learning space. It is an eloquent 

acceptance of the content being discussed and an open approbation of the methodology 

adopted. It is the richest dividend that one can reap for the investment of time, effort and 

money. The smile of contentment on their faces after a lesson is infectious. It spreads to 

the facilitator, the coordinator and the entire organisation. When they themselves and 

others begin to observe and appreciate the transformational change in their attitude, can 

anyone imagine a better bonus and reward? This nurtures a desire and also provides 

the impetus to replicate the smile on a thousand other faces. When that desire takes 

shape, physical boundaries fade away and distances are mere minor challenges to be 

overcome.  

This is how Thalir Thiran Thittam with its modest beginnings in the remote interiors of 

Tamil Nadu started making giant strides in distant states of Gujarat and Rajasthan 

through its Gujarati and Hindi versions. The spread to other states also added new 

dimensions to the original programme.  This brought us in contact with likeminded 

individuals and organisations of various types - governmental, charitable, corporate and 

NGOs, as well as institutions of higher education and research. It certainly is gratifying to 

actively contribute to educational movements like Rashrtriya Madhyamik Shiksha 

Abhiyan (National Secondary Education Movement). This mission has helped us 

dissolve boundaries between the urban, semi urban and the rural, as TTT has had 

similar impact on children irrespective of the location. Apart from making them more 

responsible as students, it has empowered them to take on the role of teachers too and 

accomplish peer teaching. In addition to knowledge dissemination, TTT has also 

resulted in knowledge creation through research projects based on TTT implementation. 

Touching the lives of people of various age groups, motivations and callings has been 

one of the greatest outcomes of this exercise.  It is rather overwhelming to realise that 

opportunities are endless when the mind is charged with the mission to serve. 

Satisfaction is its best perk.  

Muhammad Ali was not far from the truth when he said, “Service is the rent you pay 

for your room here on earth.” My TTT team and I are indeed happy that the space we 

have been occupying is ever increasing. 

Warm regards 

Managing Trustee 



 

Aparajitha Foundations – An Introduction 

 
Aparajitha Foundations, promoted by the Aparajitha Group of companies, is a 

charitable trust with the objective of supporting the less privileged, mainly in terms of 

education and health. Going by the principle: 

 

"You give a man a fish, you feed him once;  

Teach him fishing, you feed him for a life time" 

 

Aparajitha Foundations’ Mission is “To bring a transformational change through 

awareness”. 

 
Aparajitha believes in the ancient Chinese Proverb, “If you want to reap rewards 

within a year, cultivate grain; if you want to reap rewards in ten years, grow trees; if 

you want to reap rewards for the years to come, cultivate young minds”. 

 

Aparajitha Group 

 
The Group’s flagship company, Aparajitha Corporate Services Limited was built on 

the shoulders of people from non-metropolitan areas.   The euphoria of being part of 

a successful company did wonders for the self-esteem of not only the leadership 

team, but also the staff.  It proved to the initiators that with the right kind of input and 

mentoring, any hardworking person could be successful.  

 
In its formative years, the Foundation mainly sought to support social causes like the 

education of underprivileged, financial help for medical needs and administrative 

support of old age homes and orphanages.  

 
Today, Aparajitha Foundations has its own flagship Life Skills program for 

adolescents.  Currently in Tamil Nadu, this program is known as Thalir Thiran 

Thittam (TTT), in Gujarat known as Tim Tim Tara (TTT) and Rajasthan known as 

Tim Tim Taare (TTT). 

 



Major Events during April 2015 – March 2016 

 

1 LIFE SKILLS EDUCATION 

Inauguration of Tim Tim Taara in Gujarat  

 

A Memorandum of Understanding was signed between Aparajitha Foundation and 

Education Department of Government of Gujarat on April 28, 2011 to implement a 

life skills education programme named Tim Tim Taara to adolescent children in 489 

government high / higher secondary schools and 6769 government aided high / 

higher secondary schools.   

 

It was officially inaugurated by then Hon’ble Chief Minister Smt Anandiben Patel on 

June 20, 2015 in the valedictory function of “School Entry Festival” (Shala 

praveshotsav) programme, which was held between June 18 and 20, 2015 in 

Ahmedabad to ensure 100% enrolment in elementary schools in Gujarat.   

 

As a continuation of inauguration of TTT in Gujarat, training to create awareness 

about life skills education and also on teaching methodology to handle Tim Tim Tare 

was given to 186 teachers from 99 schools in Viramgam Taluk on 11 and 12 August. 



Launch of Tim Tim Taare in Rajasthan  

Thalir Thiran Thittam’s Hindi version Tim Tim Taare was piloted in a few schools in 

Rajasthan in the last academic year in collaboration with the organisation 

Akshayapatra. Following the encouraging feedback and reception, the programme 

will be implemented on a large scale from this academic year onwards. To begin 

with, TTT has been implemented in Rajsamand and Udaipur districts in 10 model 

schools in the last three months under the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan programme. The 

Principal of Saint Meera School in Nathdwara says, “Tim Tim Tara lessons 

assiduously teach simple things to children which we very often fail to teach them in 

life.” 

 

Under the National Secondary Education Movement (Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha 

Abhiyan) in Rajasthan, Vivekananda Model Higher Secondary Schools cater to 

students of standards 6-12; and Adarsh Schools cater to students of standards 1-12. 

These schools aim to provide quality education to children in the rural sector. Tim 

Tim Tare was piloted in a model school in Kherwara in Udaipur District. A teacher 

driven model was conducted on October 26, 2015.  

On 11.12.2015 a peer teaching model session was handled by one of the students. 

Learning about the impact these experiments had, Principal Secretary of School 

Education to the Government of Rajasthan, with a view to implementing Tim Tim 

Tare throughout the state issued an order on 19 January 2016 to launch the same in 



71 model schools and 1340 Adarsh schools. Following that, an MoU has been 

signed between Aparajitha Foundation and the Government of Rajasthan. Training 

will be provided to teachers to impart life skills education programme Tim Tim Tare.  

 

As a precursor, a planning session between the higher officials of Rajasthan’s 

education department and trustees of Aparajitha Foundation will be held on April 26, 

2016 in Madurai. This will add another feather to Aparajitha Foundation’s cap.  

Aparajitha is happy to make a humble contribution to the Rajasthan government’s 

efforts to create a generation of confident and responsible people. 

 

Thalir Thiran Thittam in Madurai Corporation Primary schools 

Life skills education has been provided to adolescent children in Madurai 

Corporation’s high schools and higher secondary schools since the academic year 

2008-09. Madurai Corporations’ Education Officer has issued an order to offer 

similar education to children of primary and middle schools that come under Madurai 

Corporation. In that connection, a workshop on life skills education to the Heads of 

schools was arranged. The official launch of the programme and the workshop were 

held on 22 July at Madurai Corporation Ilango Higher Secondary School. Madurai 

Corporation’s Education Officer inaugurated the programme. 



Life Skills Education at Summer Camps 

 

Life skills education was provided during summer vacation to children of employees 

of Aparajitha Corporate Services during camps held from May 11 to 13 in Madurai. 

Similar camps were also held for school children in Ahmedabad and Vadodara in 

Gujarat in the last week of April.   

 

Train the Trainer programme in life skills education for Social workers  

Rural Education and Action for Liberation, an NGO in Pondicherry, created 

awareness about the need for life skills education among adolescents in 24 small 

towns in Vikravandi and Mayilam Panchayat Unions in Vizhuppuram District in the 

last academic year. In continuation, those adolescent children will be provided formal 

life skills education in the current academic year.  As a first step, a Train the Trainer 

programme in Life Skills Education was conducted on June 11, 12 and 13 at Sithanai 

in Vikravandi. 24 child development workers, 2 panchayat union coordinators and 1 

project coordinator participated in the same and received training. 

For the employees of Aparajitha 

Many have expressed the opinion that the life skills provided as part of Thalir Thiran 

Thittam are relevant and suitable to not only adolescents but all age groups too. 

College students, employment seekers, teachers, trainees, and social workers to 

mention just a few – all have been acquiring life skills through this programme. 

Currently the marketing team of Aparajitha has been added to this list of 

beneficiaries.                                



Life Skills Training for new women recruits  

 
Chennai based Ashwini Seetha Foundation, in collaboration with TVS Logistics 

Services Ltd, has initiated ‘Project Entry’ programme to create gender diversity in 

factories. As a first step, 18 women from Chennai, Madurai and Coimbatore have 

found placements in factories. Life Skills Training was imparted to those women 

workers on May 4 in Chennai for the women workers by Aparajitha Foundations.  

 

Thalir Thiran Thittam at Community College 

Ashwini Seetha Foundation, an NGO provides scholarships and skill development 

training to selected girl students of Madurai TVS Community College to prepare 

them for a successful career. As part of this training, TTT lessons on (1) self-

confidence, (2) transcending barriers, (3) handling adversity, (4)setting goals, (5) 

working towards attaining goals, (6) managing time, (7) adapting to changes, (8) 

working as a team, (9)disagreeing amicably, (10) handling criticism and (11)being 

assertive were provided to them. 

 



Thalir Thiran Thittam Day 

Life skills education programme Thalir Thiran Thittam’s 6th anniversary was 

celebrated on November 28 at Thiagarajar College of Preceptors, Madurai. The 

function began with a dance performance by the students of Sitalakshmi Girls Higher 

Secondary School, Thirunagar, set to the tune of the “Vanakkam” song that features 

in Thalir Thiran Thittam programme. Programme Manager Ariaravelan welcomed the 

gathering.  

 

Later the students of various schools expressed in many artistic ways what 

transformational changes they had undergone in their behaviour.  Madurai 

Thiagarajar Model Higher Secondary School and Thiruvalluvar Madurai Corporation 

High School, used the medium of  villuppattu  ( folk art in the form of musical 

discourse); Aviyur Sundaram Matriculation Higher Secondary School students used 

role play , villuppattu  and puppetry ;  Madurai YMCA KAMAK Higher Secondary 

School for the Hearing Impaired employed role play and dance as a means to 

express themselves; Madurai Nehru Vidhyasalai Higher Secondary School students 

presented a chorus song and a role play; K.A.C. Arunachalanar Higher Secondary 

School also performed a role play. Later Nandan from Nehru Vidhyasalai, Nandini 

and Narendran from Sundaram Matriculation School, Pandiyaraj from Indian 

Association for the Blind Higher Secondary School shared their learning experiences 

with the audience.  

 

 



Speaking about the behavioural change in students, teacher Ms.Padma said, “They 

have learned to evaluate and motivate others appropriately; they avoid wastage; 

their quarrels and fights have come down.” Teacher  Mr. Sampaulraj asserts, “ The 

lesson about respecting rules and laws of the land, especially the song which 

mentions how everyone is equal before the law taught me and my students how to 

be law-abiding. This programme is useful not only for the students but also for 

teachers.” 

Speaking on behalf of parents about the positive changes in students as reflected in 

their behaviour at home, Mr. Azhagarsami said, “They reach out affectionately and 

protectively; they welcome guests warmly; they know when to yield and be flexible, 

and help others willingly; they have the maturity to accept everything and hence are 

happy.” Ms. Kasthuri stated, “Single children in nuclear families do not have the 

maturity to handle problems. Every individual in a family is becoming an island. This 

programme is changing the attitude of people. This is turning children into 

responsible youngsters.” 

Madurai District Chief Educational Officer Mr J. Angelo Irudayasamy offering his 

felicitations said, “Just as its logo which is in the form of a tree with roots and 

branches spread wide , Thalir Thiran Thittam, has been implemented in Tamilnadu 

for many years in various schools. A society is 

shaped and disciplined well when it is chiseled 

properly by retaining and regulating what is 

appropriate and discarding what is not right. To 

some this discipline may come naturally, but some 

others require constant reiteration. Aparajitha’s Thalir 

Thiran Thittam is doing precisely that. I appreciate it 

for this reinforcement. To live well, academics is not 

the only route; it is an important one, though. UNO 

has listed 2300 ways of leading a good life. Every 

skill and value which the students have displayed 

here on the stage is a way to lead a good life. 

Reading is an ability you see in every child. But each child manifests it differently. 

Teachers enhance these skills. Apart from these there are many other skills and 

these have to be nurtured and honed.” 



In his address, Aparajitha’s Chief Finance Officer Mr. S. Venkatesh Kumar 

emphasised, “Aparajitha began Thalir Thiran Thittam programme with the objective 

of imparting life skills and values in addition to academic 

skills. Aptitude and attitude are the two sides of a coin. 

Aptitude alone cannot make achievers. On the other 

hand, it is possible for people with the  right attitude. In 

other words, those with appropriate life skills can achieve 

great things even if their intellectual capability is slightly 

deficient. That is because their right attitude will help 

them acquire the necessary skills to achieve success. 

Hence students must learn life skills and values. That will make them truly 

successful.” 

Dr. S. Dhanasekaran, Principal, Thiagarajar College of 

Preceptors, Madurai, in his speech stated, “Thalir Thiran 

Thittam is a comprehensive programme. Its 

achievements are there for us to see. Life skills are 

essential to fight poverty, unemployment and violence for 

progress in life. Those skills make us active doers and 

also contributors to purposeful life.” 

Chairman and Managing Director of Vaighai Agro products, Mr. V. Neethi Mohan in 

his special address said, “ It is expected that India will play a significant role in world 

economy. In order to play an important part in that 

growth, students of today need life skills education. 

The days are gone when someone was recruited for a 

job based on marks in an examination. Time has come 

to recruit people who, are better equipped with life 

skills much more than marks. That’s because such 

people convert even a half opportunity to a complete 

one using their life skills; they are also much more 

confident; they are also better equipped to adapt 

themselves to changing situations. So we have to 

nurture our intellect, skills and the right attitude equally. That is provided by life skills 

and value education.” 



Doctoral thesis on Thalir Thiran Thittam 

Ms Preetha has been conferred a Ph.D by Research and Development Centre of 

Bharathiar University, Coimbatore for her study on the evaluation of Thalir Thiran 

Thittam. She is currently working as Associate Professor, Department of Business 

Administration, Vael’s University, Chennai. She selected 52 schools implementing 

Thalir Thiran Thittam in Madurai. This study was based on data collected from 52 

teachers handling these sessions and 388 students. 

This study focussed on the impact Thalir Thiran Thittam has on students as 

perceived by themselves as a result of inputs on self-awareness, empathy, 

interpersonal skills, adapting skills, communication skills, time management and 

positive values. The study reveals the following: 

Abilities and skills predominantly developed in urban students are time management, 

adaptability, maintaining confidentiality, awareness about what might annoy others, 

making eye contact and modulating the voice during 

conversation, spending quality time with friends and 

relatives, displaying appropriate emotions, sharing personal 

concerns and worries with trusted people.  

Rural students largely developed the following – 

communication skills, positive values, awareness about 

people who are younger, ability to understand the behaviour 

of friends in difficult situations, making eye contact during 

conversation, speaking in public without being self-conscious or nervous, spending 

quality time with friends, willing to pardon the mistakes of friends, appreciating 

others, sharing concerns and problems with trusted people. 

The study also gathered the views of teachers on the impact of Thalir Thiran Thittam 

on students in terms of these eight aspects- adaptability, education, interpersonal 

skills, behaviour, communication skills, individual preferences, personal habits and 

relationship with teachers. The study concludes that the impact of Thalir Thiran 

Thittam on students based on the above parameters is as high as 79.64%. 

It is apparent from this study that when there is whole -hearted involvement of 

teachers and participation by students, it is possible to increase the impact of Thalir 

Thiran Thittam programme on student behaviour. 



Case studies 

They care   

New Middle High School is in Ghodasar, Ahmedabad District. Life skills education 

has been provided to students of classes 7 

and 8 through Tim Tim Tare since the 

academic year 2013-14. Ishwar Sargara is a 

student of Class 7. His left arm does not have 

the palm or fingers. He requires help from 

others even for simple tasks like sharpening a 

pencil or gripping items. He used to find it 

extremely difficult as other students were not 

very helpful. It was at such a juncture that 

students were exposed to the lesson “Caring 

for others”. Well, things changed dramatically after that. Fellow students started 

volunteering to help him whenever he had difficulty using his left arm. And above all, 

they have also started including him while playing badminton. Someone tosses a ball 

and Ishwar volleys it back to him happily and this goes on. 

I am grateful! 

At Narsinghpura Middle School in Batra,Vadodara District,  Tim Tim Tare is being 

provided to students of Classes 7 and 8 since the academic year 20133-14. Life 

skills education is being imparted to 156 boys and girls studying here. One of them is 

Vanita Parmar, a student of Class 8, who has only 15% effective vision since birth. 

She can perceive only dark colours such as black or 

dark blue. When Tim Tim Tare sessions are on, she 

listens attentively and grasps the contents. She 

participates enthusiastically in activities such as 

experience sharing, role play and so on. Her teacher 

Soni has observed positive changes in her behaviour. 

Vanita’s own statement seems to corroborate this. 

“Earlier I would never bother to thank people who help 

me; nor would I appreciate others. Nowadays I 

express my appreciation to those who help me; I also remember to thank them. I 

share my things with others. Moreover, I am respectful to others,” declares Vanita. 



They say… 

Happy to see your very good work!  I’ll inform persons I may come across.  

- Dr. Y S. Rajan 

Honorary Distinguished Professor, ISRO / Department of Space, Bengaluru. 

 

Aparajitha’s social uplifting contribution is highly commendable.  The work done by 

the organization under the auspices of “Thalir Thiran Thittam” is great and essentially 

the need of the hour.  It is a pleasure to read and to know the social awareness 

created by your team and it is breath taking when I think about the work, attitude and 

work force behind it. 

- Dr. K. Madhavarajan 

Assistant Professor of English,  

NMS S.Vellaichamy Nadar College,  

Nagamalai, Madurai. 

 

Imparting life skills education to budding youth brightens the possibility of a bright 

future for them. We have reason to believe that this education system will equip 

them to easily face and overcome the problematic challenges of the current world 

and attain pre-eminence in life. Best wishes!  

- A.M.Jawahar 

Social Worker, Nagapattinam. 

 

With the commercialization of education, making money has become the ultimate 

objective; importance is given only to marks and merit list; individuality of students is 

spoilt and talents are buried deep by ‘educational philanthropists’. Against this 

scenario may all your efforts respecting students while being focused on making 

education a pleasurable experience, and also raising them to great heights succeed. 

May the noble work continue and spread far and wide everywhere. 

- D. Samuel Lawrence 
Vice Principal (Retired), The American College, Madurai.  

When I was desperate as a creeper looking for support, Thalir Thiran Thittam came 

as a boon. I obtained due approval from the school management and introduced this 

at my school along with my teacher colleagues. Although others could not, I 

continued to implement this in my classes. Each of the activities teach an important 

skill or value such as sharing, nurturing friendship, forging unity, speaking 



appropriately, making decisions to suit situations, respecting elders and so on. 

Youngsters of modern generation do not like to be taught these skills as lessons or 

through preachy lectures. The speciality of Thalir Thiran Thittam is that it imparts all 

these simply and easily through interesting games and other activities which children 

enjoy. I shall be grateful forever to Aparajitha for introducing such a wonderful 

programme to me and fervent teachers like me!  

- Sasikala 
Teacher, Sannathi Primary School, Vandavasi. 

 

As a result of implementing TTT, we observe many positive changes in student 

behaviour. Thathaneri is a locality of labourers. Parents do not often find quality time 

to shower affection on them; nurture life skills or develop any special ability or talent 

in them. It is only when we handle TTT sessions wherein they share their feelings 

and thoughts and  their family problems that we even come to know about these and 

what they feel about their parents, teachers and so on. We become more attached to 

them when they openly share their views and we realise the problems they face at 

such an early age. They also grow closer to us when they understand that the 

Headmistress and teachers are there to spend time with them and also listen to them 

with empathy. If you implement this programme you will also see the impact first 

hand. 

-Suvega 
  Headmistress, Madurai Corporation Primary School, Thathaneri 

 

Your excellent newsletter is very nice and impressive particularly the video show 

which we feel will be helpful to improve the talents of our students. We have taken 

the liberty of circulating to all our units of Gandhigram trust and also to the selected 

NGOs in the field. The video by physically challenged children is touching and we 

have requested the Shanthi School team to listen and plan for similar activities. 

You have the experience of knowing their talents. We congratulate you and your 

team members for efforts in publishing which is useful and benefits to the children.  

- K. Shivakumar 
Secretary, Gandhigram Trust, Gandhigram.  



2 CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY INITIATIVES  

World Business Council for Sustainable Development – WBCSD defines corporate 

social responsibility as “the continuing commitment by business to contribute to 

economic development while improving the quality of life of the workforce and their 

families as well as of the community and society at large." In keeping with this, 

Aparajitha Corporate Services (Private) Ltd through Aparajitha Foundation’s Thalir 

Thiran Thittam has been providing life skills education since the financial year 2008-

009. Additionally it has also undertaken the following initiatives: 

Launch of four Anganwadi centres 

 

Anganwadi centres were started by the Government of India’s Ministry of Women & 

Child Development as part of the Integrated Child Development Services programme 

and have been functioning since 2 October 1975. Anganwad centres aim to improve 

the health condition of malnourished children below six years of age, adolescent 

girls, pregnant and nursing women. While operating primarily as women and child 

welfare centres, these also act as pre-schools for children. A study conducted by 

National Council of Applied Economic Research (NCAER) in 2004 revealed that 40% 

of the centres did not have proper infrastructure. So Aparajitha decided to build 5 

Anganwadi centres complete with classroom, kitchen and toilet facilities and also a 

children’s park at an estimated cost of Rs 30 lakhs under the Tamil Nadu 

government’s “Namakku Naame” scheme.  It handed over a cheque for Rs 10 lakhs 

as the first tranche to the Madurai district’s Rural Development Agency on 



24.5.2013. Consequently, four centres have been constructed in Kizhaneri, 

Thenpazhanji, Thanakkankulam and Silaiman. Another one is under construction in 

Nagamalai Pudukkottai. The four completed centres were inaugurated by 

Aparajitha’s Chief Operating Officers Mr. R. Gopalakrishnan, Mr. M. Balaguru, Mr S. 

Venkatesh Kumar , Mr. S. M. Manikandan and Mr. K. Varadan.  

 

In the field of sports  

The following activities were undertaken to encourage young and budding 

sportspersons, and develop sports: 

A shuttle racquet was donated to shuttle champion V. S. Varshini.  A donation was 

made to Shuttle Championship organised by Madurai District British Association. 

 

To motivate students to participate in sports, T shirts were given away to 300 

students participating in the Summer Coaching Camp held at Madurai grounds. 

 



In the development of women..... 

Soroptimist International is an international volunteer organisation for business and 

professional women working to improve the lives of women and girls in local 

communities across the world through social and economic development 

schemes. Its Madurai chapter has been operational since 2009. Aparajitha has made 

a contribution to the development of women by offering a donation to the 

organisation. 

 

To schools 

A printer was donated to Madurai Corporation Pandyan Nedunchezhiyan Higher 

Secondary School. 

An office furniture to Government Girls Higher Secondary School in T. Vadipatti, 

Madurai District; Indian Association for the Blind’s Higher Secondary School in 

Sundararajanpatti and YMCA KAMAK Higher Secondary School for the Hearing 

Impaired, Madurai. 

 

Flood Relief  

The heavy rains in December 2015 wreaked havoc on Chennai city and Cuddalore 

and caused immense suffering to the people. Good Samaritans from all over 

Tamilnadu reached out to the others in distress. Aparajitha was among the volunteer 

organizations that came forward to help. Knowing that people did not have adequate 

drinking water, arrangements were made to transport 20780 litres of potable water to 

Chennai on Dec 5 and 1300 litres to Cuddalore on Dec 10. 

Every employee of Aparajitha came forward to donate one day’s salary to help 

rehabilitate the flood-affected. An amount equivalent to that was contributed by the 

management of Aparajitha. The total amount was disbursed through the flood relief 

committee of Aparajitha to the suffering people.    
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Mr. Bharath K S 
Managing Trustee 

Mr. T. A. Padmanaban  
(Head – Education 

Initiatives) 

Ms. R. Shobana 
(HR & IT) 

Mr. M. Balaguru 
(Operations) 

Mr. K. Varadan  
(Legal) 

Mr. S. Venkatesh Kumar  
(Finance) 

 
Mr. K. Ariaravelan 

 

 
Mr. R. Ramkumar 

Employees of Aparajitha Foundations 

 
Mr. R. Selvam  

 
Mr. Mathavan 

 
Mr. M. Senthilkumar 

 

Employees of Aparajitha Corporate Services Limited 

 
Ms. Krishna 

 

Mr. Ajitsih M. Sisodiya 
Mr. Krunal Panchal 
Ms. Mayuri M Rana 
Mr. Tejas B. Joshi 
Mr. Nilesh B. Adalaja 
Mr. Viral Pandya 
 
 

Consultants 

 
Mr. A. Kannan 

 
Mr. Nitin 

 



 



 

 



 



 

 



 



Registration Details 

 
Aparajitha Foundations is registered under Trust Registration Act 

Aparajitha Foundations is registered with the 
Income Tax Department under section 12A. Ref No 

464/40/97-98 

Income Tax Permanent Account Number AAATM8570B 

All contributions to Aparajitha Foundations are 
exempt under Section 80 (G) of the Income Tax 
Act. Ref No 

464/40/CIT-I/1997-98 

Aparajitha Foundations Registration No 463/97 

Aparajitha Foundations  Tax Deduction Account 
Number 

MRIA03136A 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Details 

Registered Office:  

No. 10, Venkatraman Road, Kamala 2nd Street,  

Chinna Chokkikulam,  

Madurai, Tamil Nadu - 625 002 

 

Contact Person 

K. Ariaravelan 

Mobile: 9600989209 

 
Telephone : 0452 – 4375252  
Email    : info@aparajitha.org 
Website    : www.aparajitha.org 

 

mailto:info@aparajitha.org
http://www.aparajitha.org/


 

 
 

 

A Transformational Change  
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